It is hereby notified that, as mentioned in para 2 of the result notification, dt:21/06/2019 that the list of candidates to be interviewed will be displayed on a weekly basis on every Monday for the succeeding week, the Hall Ticket Numbers of the provisionally admitted candidate to be interviewed for the 9th week i.e., on 27/08/2019 are given below.

The Interviews will start at 10.00 AM for Forenoon Session and 2.00 PM for Afternoon Session in the TSPSC Office, Prathibha Bhavan, Opp. Gagan Vihar, M.J. Road, Nampally, Hyderabad. The candidates to be interviewed in the Forenoon Session should report at the TSPSC office at 9.00 AM and the candidates to be interviewed in the Afternoon Session should report at 12.30 PM.

The candidate who has qualified for Interview (Personality Test) is required to attend at TSPSC Office along with Verification Certificate, Original Certificates along with No Objection Certificate from the employer (if anywhere employed) and two (2) passport size photos & one original Photo Identification Card on the relevant date and time as per schedule.

The candidate is hereby instructed to give their online zonal preferences i.e., Web options on or before the date of their interview, failing which his candidature may not be considered for selection.

Admission of the candidate is purely provisional and Commission reserves the right to cancel the candidature of a candidate at any stage, if filling of false information or suppression of facts or Conduct not in accordance with the terms and conditions of the Notification is noticed. Hence admission to Interview does not confer ipso facto right for Final selection.

“Detailed instructions to the candidates”, must be carefully read and complied with by the candidates.

HALLTICKET NUMBERS

Date of Interview :: 27/08/2019 FN - 9.00 AM.
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